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Software Developer als student employee 

Frontend, Javascript, Vue.js (Vue Router, VueX, …), HTML, (S)CSS, Bulma 

You like to actively shape software and know MVVM technologies such as Vue.js, React or 

Angular very well? REST does make you active not tired and you love Clean Code and when every 

detail is right? We are looking for you! 

About two thirds of global carbon emissions are emitted in products’ supply chains. At the same 

time most companies do not know their sub suppliers. We developed a cloud platform that 

helps companies to discover their supply chain, monitor carbon emissions, and take effective 

action to improve their entire supply chain. Become a part of our interdisciplinary team and help 

us thrive this mission. 

An innovative team with interesting tasks awaits you. You will be able to shape our cloud 

platform and discuss on an equal footing with the rest of the development team. sustainabill is 

the first company worldwide uses a graph database to analyze environmental and social impact 

footprints. All of this comes with a great UX and is simple to use for our customers and 

suppliers. 

Your tasks 

• You work with technologies such as Python, Django, DRF, Vue.js, HTML, Mapbox or D3 

• Interesting tasks where you can show of your software engineering skills 

• The possibility to push your refactoring, design und UX ideas in the project 

• A workplace at Startplatz, the biggest Startup-Incubator in NRW 

• Flexible working times, an interdisciplinary team and the knowledge to do something 

good for our planet every day 

Your profile 

• You work well in a team, have a keen perception and structured way of working  

• You have some development experience, you love clean code and you are not shy when 

it comes to identify, communicate and tackle code refactorings 

• You have very good communication skills 

• You are able to understand complex tasks and processes and at the same time can 

explain them in a simple way 

• You have a keen eye for user interfaces while at the same time being pragmatic 

• You know Vue.js, Vue Router, VueX, Python, Django, and the Django REST framework 

 

Interested? 

We offer a highly flexible working time, a place in the accelerator “Startplatz”, in Cologne next to 

the media park and a diverse and exceptionally open team. 

Not only during the Corona times we offer working flexibly from home. In the best case your 

internship duration should be three months.  

 

Just send a short cv to jobs@sustainabill.de which includes your motivation and a potential 

starting time for your internship. Please refer to this job description or use the form available at 

https://sustainabill.de/career to apply. 


